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Mid-season Garden Design Review 
How has your spring planning and planting shaped up? 

 
I. Take a lemonade break and assess the results so far: 
A. Regarding design success. Think back to your original planning considerations. 

1. Why did you want this garden?  
a) Cut flowers, butterflies, fragrance, relaxation, colorful surround... 
b) Has that end been achieved or is it likely to be reached? 

 
2. Pat yourself on the back for meeting budget objectives - time, money, care 

a) Don't spend more now unless it's truly necessary 
b) Remember, the first year perennial garden tends to need more care than later 

 
B. Regarding plant health: Let the plants talk to you 

1. If they are suited to the site, they should be not be sitting still or declining, but growing 
a) Leaf color and size are the best indicators of plant health, not flower characteristics. 
b) Perennials slower than annuals; they sleep, creep, leap over 3 years 
 • Four leaves this year, 16 next, 256 the third year is not uncommon 

 
2. If poor performance from this species or that 

• Check for pests (insects, mites, disease); use species name & internet 
 • Check roots, too. (Related tip: Dig down, don’t press down when planting.) 

 
3. If numerous species doing poorly, re-check your original site assessment 

 • Soil moisture extremes cause more trouble than any other factor 
 • Did you plot the sun's path when you made sunlight hours-per-day estimate  
  back in April, or make a hopeful guess? No guessing needed, now. 

 
4. Last chance for fertilizer this summer, if perennials. Don't expect miracles! 
 
 

II. Visual critique: Can you see the effects you aimed for in this design? 
A. An annual garden certainly should be fulfilled. Most common disappointments: 

1. Plant height discrepancies 
• Tag misinformation - perhaps. 
• Influence of available light, water, nutrients more likely 

2. Puniness 
 • Water and light! 
3. No bloom yet or blooming ceased 
 • Species that bloom based on short days 
 • Species that bloom based on temperature 

 
B. Perennial plant design features are probably not yet mature 

1. Lots of underground plant-building going on, so shape and size not final 
2. Foliage effects should be evident. Deadhead spring bloomers before judging. 
3. Frames and focal points should be coming into focus 
4. First year blooming sequence may be “off”, due to nursery handling of perennials 
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C. Woody plants require patience. It’s worth it! 
      Did you space or group them to visual advantage? 
 
D. No matter the type of garden - bed size and shape should already have full impact 
 
 
III. Visualizing the future, how it will look in years to come 
A. Visit public gardens right now. Find your plants. Be prepared to be surprised. 
 
B. Search images on-line. Accept only whole-plant photos. 
 
 
IV. So, what's to be done to improve things now? 
A. Maintain attention to focal points 
 
B. OK to transplant mid-season? 

1. Mind the water, provide shade, expect some set-back. 
2. Perennial root depth and spread can be prodigious, better moved sooner 
3. Move it once, not several times! 

 
C. Should we take plants back – return them? 
 
D. Should I add filler plants in a perennial- or woody bed? 

1. Filler plants act as weeds, drain on first plant's resources. 
 In a mixed bed, annuals should be grouped, not dotted; equal to perennial group. 
2. What about that budget? 
3. Tighten groups rather than fill space. 
4. Bring in some non-plant features. 

 
E. Should we have started with larger plants? 

1. Larger trees and shrubs rarely worthwhile over time.  
 • Immediate impact must be sufficient return 
 • Increased likelihood of compromised roots 
2. Put your money into focal point plants 

• Check local farmers’ market for field growers who dig large plants 
• Scout friends' gardens NOW for this fall/next season trades 

 
V. Next: Tips and tricks for Continuous Color 


